Recently blockchain technology has been advocated as a solution fitting many different problems in several applicative fields; among these fields there is the Internet of Things (IoT) too. In this paper we show the most significant properties of a blockchain, how they suite the use case of a cryptocurrency and how they map onto the needs of IoT systems. We claim that a blockchain does not provide a significant advantage with respect to other database technologies in a field such as Internet of Things where computational power comes at a premium, energy is often scarce and storage scalability is a major challenge.
Introduction
A recent study from Cisco outlined the steadfast growth of the number of "always connected and always on" devices and it projected that they will outnumber human presence on the internet by a three to one ratio in the year 2021 1 . The IoT eco-system includes a lot of significantly heterogeneous devices and most of them are characterized by limited computational resources, with regards to the energy supply and to the storage capability.
Recently, blockchain-based solutions have gained a large degree of popularity for solving problems that are typical of the IoT field [1] [2] [3] . A blockchain is a distributed database to record groups of transactions in the form of a linked chain of blocks. Each block includes a cryptographic hash of its predecessor, guaranteeing that old blocks cannot be tampered with avoiding re-writing also all the blocks that follow. All the participants in a blockchain system form a peer-to-peer network and anytime new blocks are generated they are spread to all the participants according to a gossip protocol. The database is also known as the ledger as it registers all the information in a create and read-only fashion, making the blockchain a distributed ledger technology.
Blockchain technology came into the spotlight thanks to its application in cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin [4] has proposed the first practical use of a blockchain and it has spurred the development of dedicated, high-energy footprint devices targeted at solving the crypto puzzle that allows adding a block at the chain. Cryptocurrencies in general and Bitcoin in particular are based on a blockchain because it appears to be a solid structure that allows performing and securing transactions without the control of a trusted central authority such as a bank.
The growing number of devices and, consequently, the faster growing number of potential interactions among them, suggest that scalability issues can pose a severe threath to the blockchain technology in its present form. This paper aims to investigate the impact scalability has on blockchain-based application in the IoT framework, resulting in some preliminar evaluation about the feasibility and the usability of blockchain technology inside IoT systems. The main characteristics of blockchain technology will be mapped onto the needs of a typical IoT system in order to come to a final answer about the suitability of blockchain in the field of IoT; This paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we will describe the main features of permissionless and permissioned blockchains because the choice between these two alternatives implies several very significant differences in the blockchain's properties (e.g., the mechanism of distributed consensus) that have a major impact on the usability in the IoT eco-system; in Section 3 we will show some possible applications of a blockchain in IoT, and we will compare these solutions with other based on different distributed database technology; in Section 4 we will analyze how the scalability problem impacts on the usability of blockchain technology in the IoT eco-system; Section 5 will provide some concluding remarks.
Blockchain Features
Blockchain-based networks are decentralized systems where anyone can join the network at any time and a distributed consensus in the absence of a trusted third party is reached thanks to the proof-of work (PoW). The PoW consists in solving a hash puzzle, finding a nonce that satisfies the inequality:
Nonce is a random number, prev_hash is the hash of the previous block, tx is the list of transactions inside the block. The target is a value set by the network and it is automatically adjusted to maintain the block creation time constant. The need for a constant creation time arises from the fact that new blocks need to be spread to all the nodes in the peer-to-peer network, validated and attached to the blockchain before new blocks are created. This both reduces the number of accidental bifurcation of the chain and dampens the feasibility of a 51% attack [5] . The ledger records every transaction that is accepted by the network. In permissionless blockchain, the ledger is transparent and visible to everyone while in permissioned blockchain users needs proper permissions for both the read and write operations on the ledger.
Bitcoin is based on a permissionless blockchain: participants don't have to ask anyone for permission to read the ledger or to perform transactions. Everyone can become a "miner" and start to compete with the other nodes. Even if there are no regulations preventing anyone from becoming a "miner", the computational capability requirements and related energy costs, create an entry barrier that has already become very significant due to the need to increase the difficulty for solving the hash puzzle. As trust cannot be achieved in a network where anyone can anonymously perform transactions and there is no central authority that ensures a transaction validity, there should be a mechanism among participants that decides who will properly create the next block containing new transactions. Based on PoW, this mechanism impacts on the speed for validating transactions. The PoW can significantly slow down the transaction processing by varying the hash puzzle target. The Bitcoin network requires ten minutes to validate a block, and it is actually necessary to wait for more blocks to be attached to the chain. This dependency from additional blocks in the blockchain is very important; anytime there is a fork in the blockchain (e.g., two miners innocently find the PoW solution nearly at the same time), only one branch have to become a part of the blockchain avoiding both a double validation and a void validation. In a permissionless blockchain the only component of trust is placed in cryptographic mechanisms and in the distributed consensus protocol, and the price of an open, secure, decentralized and anonymous system is the steep performance cost both in terms of time required to reach consensus and in terms of needed resources.
Permissioned blockchains request permissions for read operations on the ledger and limit the group of participants who can execute the transactions. Furthermore, the writing of new blocks is allowed only to a set of nodes chosen by the parties involved in the administration of the system. Hence, there is an authority represented by a single trusted entity or a well-known set of trusted peers. Introducing centralization influences the consensus mode within the network. as the network becomes a trusted one. In permissioned blockchain, the concept of PoW loses its meaning since consensus can be reached more quickly and efficiently. A permissioned blockchain has a number of advantages over permissionless blockchains. In the case of a fork, the system is fully controlled by the company or company group, which is able to choose the validators and then to state the rules to be followed. The risk of attack by the nodes of the network is reduced, because the validators are known and they can be punished in case of harmful actions. The validation process is faster because few trusted nodes are involved to validate them. Since reading permission is subject to restrictions, privacy is enforced while anonymity is weakened. A weakness in permissioned blockchain is related to the potential modification of the consensus protocol rules at any time.
In conclusion, the permissioned blockchain is better suited to a network of nodes that trust each other and accept the presence of a central authority. The permissionless blockchain is more appropriate in the opposite case where there is no trust and you do not want an intermediary for the success of the transactions.
Blockchain and Database
Permissioned blockchains are good candidates for critical applications in resource constrained environments because they can achieve consensus quite efficiently without using PoW that requires huge computational resource instead. The focus of this section is about the differences between permissioned blockchain and traditional database technologies, in order to highlight some design guidelines. As shown in [6] , a centralized database provide the best solution anytime either a single user or a trusted third party (TTP) are in charge of all the writing operations. Such a solution, shows a very good performance both in terms of latency and throughput while a blockchain-based solution would not provide any advantage. In systems where all the network nodes are known and trusted, the TTP can be selected by election and again the use of a blockchain provides no additional advantages. Anytime all the participants are not known in advance or it is not possibile to assure a complete mutual trust, only permissionless blockchain may provide a suitable solution, at higher computational costs. From the point of view of data, it is worth to note that a blockchain allows to add data to itself and to consult them without the possibility of modifications or deletion in any way. Moreover, the chain structure excludes any attempt to change that does not invalidate the system and the same applies to the deletion of a transaction on the blockchain. So the blockchain can be considered an immutable system and is useful for the transactions registration that can not be revoked. However, when the participants are known, or even more, when the network depends entirely on a central authority, it is feasible to reach a consensual decision to change the protocol underlying the blockchain evolution thus completely foiling the immutability properties [7, 8] .
After studying the cases that may lead to the choice of different blockchains compared to a traditional centralized database, it is also important to compare the features of a blockchain-based solution with the feature of a solution based on a distributed NoSQL database.
Considering distributed database, it is worth to note that they do not exhibit a single point of failure, meaning that a single malfunction of any part of the system does not lead to the service stop. The data are replicated on multiple nodes and data consistency is assured using a conflict management system. Cassandra [9] is a non-relational distributed database that offers excellent data availability at the expense of consistency. In fact, it has been shown that in distributed systems only two over the three properties of consistency, availability and partition tolerance can be reached. As in real distributed systems the possibility of a network partition is unavoidable, it is necessary to decide whether to require system consistency or system availability. Cassandra chooses to provide the maximum availability relaxing the consistency requirement to "eventual consistency" [9] . This property means that the data obtained by a client might not be consistent with another client obtains querying a different node. When a node in the network changes a piece of data, the change must be propagated to all the database replicas. Since the propagation is not instantaneous, it may happen that some nodes are updated while others are not, in the same time interval. The data inconsistency is temporary since at the end of the propagation all the nodes will be aligned. "Eventually", the difference will be conciliated, but there is no guarantee for an un-fractured state at any given time. The required performance for the data reading speed determines the degree of consistency that a system wants to achieve. In Cassandra, to reach a high availability of data, it is possible to adjust the level of consistency according to the risk that can be incurred. This feature is called tunable consistency and is one of the biggest differences between noSQL database and SQL database. Permissionless blockchains provide an eventual consistency property that is similar to noSQL databases. In fact a blockchain fork leads to a temporary inconsistency of the data because some nodes consider the blocks to be correct in one branch, while other nodes evaluate as correct the other branch. In the end, all the nodes will agree on the correctness of the longest blockchain. A fork continues to exist as long as pairs of blocks are created in close succession, extending different branches, otherwise the nodes on the shorter branch would move on the longest chain. The probability that two branches are extended almost simultaneously decreases exponentially with the length of the fork. Finally, there will be a time when only one branch will be extended, becoming the main chain. Of course, noSQL databases and blockchains continue to differs from the point of view of the operations possible on data.
In the case of a permissioned blockchain, however, the consensus mechanism does not necessarily require incentives for the nodes to create blocks. Furthermore, the presence of a limited set of trusted parties cannot guarantee from collusion. Hence, the chain organization of blocks does not provide additional guarantees of tamper-proofing and using a noSQL database with a set of trusted DB-keepers would provide a similar level of transparency with a much better level of reading and writing performance and an excellent level of scalability.
The most part of the many application fields, which involve IoT devices, do not take advantage of the blockchain technology. Data storage management systems, such as the ones that can involve smart homes [10] or insurance companies, do not need a structure based on a chain of blocks. An insurance company is interested in a tamper-proof log of events but cannot cope with the slow performance of a permissionless public blockchain nor is willing to disclose all of its data. At the same time permissioned blockchains do not help more than any type of database that results in better performance level without chaining. Since trust is placed in a Trusted Third Party, the immutability is guaranteed by this entity rather than by the blockchain properties. Hence, a permissioned blockchain is vulnerable to attacks directed on TTP, as well as other types of databases. Furthermore, these use cases are not applicable on a permissionless blockchain because it is not acceptable that sensitive data can be managed by a network where participants do not trust each other and there is no central authority that can certificate the participants identity. An example of permissioned blockchain is the MultiChain [11] , a platform that can be used within an organization or between multiple organizations. As already explained, the permissioned blockchain does not need complex mechanisms of distributed consensus and therefore obtains better performances regarding the data insertion on the blockchain and the transaction verification phase. In this case, IoT devices are called hardware "oracles", which give information about the physical world. MultiChain allows creating different assets and exchanging them within the blockchain, so as to offer a good flexibility. This type of blockchain can be applied to different areas, yet, in the IoT eco-system there is no evidence of the advantage of this technology compared to solutions based on traditional databases. Indeed, the use of a TTP always available makes the structure used by the blockchain completely unnecessary.
Scalability Issues
In blockchain-based systems the transaction management mechanism is decentralized, secure and solves the problem of double spending without the presence of a central authority. At the same time, those systems must cope with scalability issues, avoiding the risk of damaging the quality of the offered core services. For examples, the Bitcoin networks process an average number of seven transactions per second regardless the increasing number of involved nodes and transactions. This is sufficient to conclude that a permissionless blockchain is not a feasible solution, for IoT eco-systems where the number of involved devices requires optimal scalability. In permissioned blockchains, scalability problems are less critical since the system does not provide a total decentralization and therefore there are fewer limitations on the speed of transactions validation [12] .
A solution that has been proposed for executing transactions between IoT devices in a scalable fashion, is IOTA [13] , a cryptocurrency that does not need to be mined because all the money is generated in the genesis transaction. IOTA was designed to keep the system decentralized allowing the processing of a large amount of transactions. This goal is achieved using a system called the Tangle, a structure based on a DAG (directed acyclic graph), that allows for parallel executions of transactions. There is no reward for the transactions validation; the only incentive is the need to validate at least two transactions before being able to perform one. There are no miner and no one has to spend a large amount of computational resources. In order to guarantee from node collusion, IOTA uses a special validator, called Coordinator, which deals with periodically validating the transactions. This component serves to avoid double spending and to gain certainty about a transaction. This solutions means that there exists a a trusted third party that needs to have a global vision of the whole system actually making the Tangle completely different from a permissionless blockchain and actually vulnerable both from a security and from a performance point of view.
In [14] , Slepak and Petrova shows that decentralization, distributed consensus and scalability are conflicting features and that a decentralized consensus system, when it scales, tends to centralization, in the sense that the transaction processing depends on a few nodes, which can join to form a central authority within the network. The IoT eco-system absolutely requires scalability, hence, either decentralization or distributed consensus needs to be sacrificed. As these two properties are strictly linked in blockchain based systems, it is convenient to study other possibilities that better adapt in the IoT context.
Conclusions
Many studies and many projects have proposed blockchain based solutions for securing data in IoT systems [15] . In this paper we have analyzed the main features and characteristics of blockchain based systems, both in the permissionless and in the permissioned flavor, and we have tried to map them onto the requirements of the IoT eco-systems (e.g., resource constraints and high scalability). Our analysis show that, while the capability of a permissionless blockchain to achieve eventual consensus in a completely decentralized way provides a very high resilience to faults and a very high level of system availability that would be extremely desirable in the IoT eco-system, the energy and computational costs of the POW are incompatible with most IoT systems. At the same time, the reduced resource constraints imposed by a permissioned blockchain also weakens the main characteristics of a blockchain based system and, with the introduction of an always available trusted third party, make a solution based on relational or noSQL databases feasible and more capable from the performance point of view. Moreover, in those applications that employ IoT devices in a trustless network (like smart homes), the blockchain can not be used due to the impossibility of the system to scale. Anytime there is a trusted network, the blockchain loses its main characteristics and becomes a simple chain-structured database whose usefulness has to be proved on a case-by-case basis. Again, this means that other types of databases are likely to be more suitable for applications such as smart homes or supply chains. It is our conclusion that, at present, there is no significant proof that blockchain technology is a good match for the IoT eco-system.
